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MPS Therapy – Integrative Pain Management Techniques

Dr. Cullers has been trained in the use of MPS therapy and utilizes it in his practice daily.

Microcurrent Point Stimulation (MPS) Therapy is the world’s first integrative therapy developed
exclusively to fight chronic pain. The theoretical underpinnings of MPS pain protocols are based
on combining the “therapeutic pearls” of acupuncture, osteopathy, integrative dentistry, neural
therapy, & modern neurology with microcurrent assisted myofascial release techniques.

How Does it Work?
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MPS applies brief, concentrated DC microcurrent to specific treatment points (acupuncture &
trigger) for the purpose of relaxing muscles, calming the nervous system and releasing
endorphins, the body’s natural painkillers. The Dolphin MPS device is engineered to detect and
treat these active points with great scientific precision & potency, providing stimulation of all
three systems at once — nervous, muscular and endocrine. Designed for the novice pain
therapist or layperson in mind, there is no prior knowledge of acupuncture or neural anatomy
required to apply the Dolphin MPS device.

The power of integrating all these healing techniques into one simple protocol means MPS can
produce far superior outcomes over traditionally pain therapies (often in a fraction of treatment
time), and it can be clinically integrated by any therapist or applied by most suffering patients
without formal training. All this without drugs, adverse side effects, pads or gels. No wonder the
MPS Method is now the first choice for the treatment of chronic pain by over 40,000 therapists
and hundreds of hospitals worldwide.

MPS has been a remarkable success in the fight against chronic pain. The results are so
impressive using this approach that complete or substantial relief (60-70%+) from pain may
often occur in the first or second treatment. Most patients require 2-10 treatments for lasting
outcomes, with some chronic patients requiring ongoing maintenance treatments. MPS
protocols may be quickly individualized to any patient’s needs and applied non-invasively within
5-20 minutes. MPS stimulation is significantly more effective than any other therapies offered on
the marketplace, decreasing pain by over an average of 80% on patients.

MPS protocols bridge many different treatment philosophies to provide therapeutic responses
where other modalities fail to achieve successful or lasting results. Because the MPS Method is
effective in the diagnostic/assessment of root causes of pain, MPS can serve as an invaluable
tool to all health professionals in their efforts to substantiate current treatment regime and as an
integrative pain tool for superior patient outcomes.

MPS Therapy has also been proven highly effective in the area of scar and adhesion treatment.

Since its development, MPS Therapy has been taught to over 30,000 Physical Therapists,
Massage Therapists, Occupational Therapists, Acupuncturists, Chiropractors, Physicians and
other allied health professionals. Hundreds of thousands of patients have been treated with
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impressive outcomes, sometimes gained in just one session. You can find many MPS patient
testimonials on youtube.

To schedule an examination with Dr. Cullers, please click on the orange "BOOK NOW"
button above.
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